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Abstract: Speech recognition is like biometric (eg. smartcard) that based on person voice (speech)
which is convert to signal, recognize whether the intended person is genuine or not. Basically, signal
consists two kind of information: message information and noise information and as well as speech
signal, it contains speech information and noise information. Generally, noise information is not
needed and causes trouble by disturbing the speech signal and adds errors to the signal. To overcome
this problem, speech enhancement method is used to separate speech information and noise from
speech signal using several kinds of techniques such as Kalman Filtering and Signal-to-Noise ratio
(SNR) and enhance the intended feature (speech information). In this paper; our main intention on
different method called noise enhancement method, which hased on speech enhancement method to
recognize the intended speech signal and learning noise behaviors and its usefulness. The relationship
between noise and speech signal will be discuss including chronology of speech signal processing and
types of noise that appears. We state steps on doing the noise enhancement method and some
mathematical basis will be presented. Finally, we will discuss challenge that occur and conclude it
based on based on the discussion. Hopefully, it will give a new direction of noise and speech's
intention not just in information communication and technology field but als) in speech research,
sound engineering and other related fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Speech signal is basically human voice (speech) that been convert into signal. This signal maybe an
analog signal or digitaJ signal but in this paper, we focusing only on digital signal. Digital signal is a
combination between two different kinds of bits: 0 and 1, which in fact, can be c)mLpted due to effect
of noise. In speech recognition area, the translated human voice (signal) is the main focus to recognize
a person [1]. So, in the case of sending speech signal through a transmission channel, problems will
arises due to effect of noise. As in the signal itself, it contains noise that i)ased on the speech
surrounding and it. becomes more critical when noise from transmission channel affect it too. Mainly,
speech model is applied t.o recognize a speech based on clean speech signal. So it gives a negat.ive
impact if speech signal contains noise. if we still decode the noisy speech signal, it will degrade the
quality and inteJligibility of the signal [3]. That is why we need to process the ~;ignal first, so that it
suitable for speech model. Speech enhancement is one of the ways to overcome the problem of
corrupted signal. In speech signal processing, the method convert the signal into spectral/spectrum
power or spectrogram so that it C31l easily be preprocess and analyze by subtractmg the speech signal
from the noise and then enhancement the speech signal to improve it quality. This process is called
feature extract.ion which extracting feature/properties/characteristic from signal. Then it will be match
meaning extracted feature will be compare with speech database based on speech model such as
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or vect.or quantization (VQ) [1]. In analy;~ing the signal, the
comparison can be according to phone syllable, word 31ld sentence after modeling it like in Figure 2
[6].

There are two principal criteria for measuring the performance of a speech enh31lcement system. The
quality of the enhanced signal measures its clarity, distorted nature, and the level of residual noise in
that signal. The quality is a subjective measure that is indicative of the extent to which the listener is
comfortable with the enhanced signal. The second criterion measures the intelligitility of the enhanced
signal. This is an objective measure, which provides t.he percentage of words that could be correctly
identified by listeners. The words in this test need not be meaningful. The two performance measures
are not correlated. A signal may be of good quality and poor intelligibility and vice versa. Most speech
enhancement systems improve the quality of the signal at the expense of reducing its intelligibility.
Speech enhancement is concerning on processing of noise and cormpted speech te, improve the quality
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coarticulation. It brings difficulty in recognizing and verifying process due to different feature that
create based on the articulation.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we had clarified speech signal and its relationship with noise in speech recognition and
speech signal processing. The process of separating or subtracting noise from speech signal IS the main
focus. Our proposed approach called noise enhancement that applies Signal-to-Noise ratio "md mutual
information measurement to analyze the behavior and pattern of noise in intention from it we can
recognize genuinity of the received speech signal. This method promise a high potential :;ompatibility
in other information, communication and technology area too for example in extracting noise from
digital images or cleansing caller and receiver voice for mobile communication.
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